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Pro Series Illuminated Letters Summary

ProEdge Slim |  A solid cut, sleek, low-profile letter precision cut with uniform 
edge lighting through a bevel cut acrylic backer.  These letters are ideal for small 
to medium scale letters with close-up viewing, for interior or exterior use.

Tags:: exterior, interior, low-profile, close-up viewing, high-end, classy, versatile, 
lobby logo, economical

ProEdge Solid |   A premium solid cut sleek letter precision cut with a perfectly 
flush edge lighting through a thick white diffused acrylic backer. These letters are 
ideal for medium to large scale letters, for exterior or interior use. 

Tags: exterior, interior, diffusion, precise, premium, high-end, classy, versatile, 
lobby, storefront

ProFace |   A vibrantly illuminated low-profile letter, precision cut with a trimless 
acrylic face. These letters are ideal for small to medium size letters with close-up 
viewing, for interior or exterior use.  

Tags: interior, exterior, brightness, trimless, precise, premium, low-profile, lobby, 
storefront

ProHalo Welded |   A hollow fabricated letter from heavy gauge aluminum, 
containing LED illumination which escapes the back of the letter and floods the 
building surface. These letters are engineered and built for large scale 
applications at any elevation, for exterior use. 

Tags: Exterior, large scale, High Rise Buildings, Wind Resistance, long-distance 
visibility, elegant

ProHalo Solid |   A solid cut routed letter from a high density urethane board with 
embedded LED lighting directed at the building surface. Our unique solid letter 
construction provides superior efficiency and flexibility in design, with 
uncompromised durability. Routed in standard depths of 1-½ inch or 2 inch,  
including prismatic or beveled face cuts. These letters are ideal for medium to 
large size applications for exterior use on non-reflective, light colored surfaces.

Tags: Exterior, Efficient, elegant, textured surfaces

ProFab |   A front illuminated, heavy duty welded letter construction using rigid 
retainer framing and high impact faces. Formed in standard 5” and 8” depths. 
These letters are ideal for large scale and/or highly elevated applications for 
exterior use. 

Tags: Exterior, Large Scale, High Rise Buildings, Wind Resistance, long-distance 
visibility, prominent

ProForm | A hollow, precisely formed, letter using our state-of-the-art automated 
bending and cutting processes. Formed in standard depths of 3” or 5”. The letters 
are ideal for average sized storefront applications for exterior or interior use. 

Tags: Exterior, Interior, high volume, typical storefronts, distance viewing


